CRN PRODUCTS OF THE YEAR 2019
Awarded across HPE storage portfolio
HPE InfoSight, HPE Nimble Storage, and HPE SimpliVity recognized

The CRN Products of the Year survey1 captured real-world satisfaction among solution providers and customers. This recognition is evidence that HPE InfoSight, HPE Nimble Storage, and HPE SimpliVity deliver real results and outcomes that help you drive your business forward.

HPE InfoSight: Artificial Intelligence for autonomous infrastructure
HPE InfoSight is the industry’s most advanced AI for infrastructure2, which takes the guesswork out of managing infrastructure, making it smarter and self-improving. CRN recognized HPE InfoSight from three perspectives:
• An innovative and easily integrated technology
• A driver of revenue and profit for solution providers
• A unique product that meets customer demands
Learn why Basefarm turned to HPE InfoSight when they needed to go beyond the traditional definition of data center storage

HPE Nimble Storage: Intelligent, self-managing flash storage in the data center and cloud
HPE Nimble Storage leverages flash storage and predictive analytics to deliver the best all-flash capacity per terabyte in the industry with a future-proof design for value, today and tomorrow.3
CRN recognized HPE Nimble Storage for its technology. HPE Nimble Storage innovations include:
• HPE InfoSight AI-driven operations and predictive support
• Value beyond storage: HPE Store More Guarantee, HPE Get 6-Nines Guarantee
• Investment protection: Timeless Storage with HPE Nimble Storage
See how HPE Nimble Storage helps Siemens engineers focus on new designs and concepts rather than infrastructure workloads

HPE SimpliVity: Intelligently simple hyperconverged
HPE SimpliVity brings intelligently simplified IT and lower costs by combining AI-driven operations, hyper-efficiency, and all-in-one simplicity for virtualized workloads delivering reimaged HCI in the intelligence era.
CRN recognized HPE SimpliVity as a driver of revenue and profit for solution providers.
HPE SimpliVity simplifies day-to-day operations:
• With new AI-enabled hyperconverged infrastructure (HPE InfoSight)
• Recorded faster performance and improved TCO
• By being built for the edge, saving costs in remote sites and at the edge
See how Aston Martin Red Bull Racing, a team in the business of speed, recorded faster performance and improved TCO with HPE SimpliVity

HPE Storage recognized with five CRN awards for 2019

1 A panel of CRN editors, backed by 5,000 product reviews in 22 different product categories, eligible products were limited to those sold through North American channel partners that began shipping between Dec. 1, 2018, and Sept. 16, 2019. The survey designed by The Channel Company research team received over 5,000 ratings, and the overall winner in each category is the finalist product receiving the highest overall score in that category.
2 HP Storagelink 40, HPE Nimble Storage, September 2017
3 Subcategory—Technology
4 Subcategory—Implementation
5 Subcategory—Revenue and Profit
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